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by Donna Horowitz
A Texas state court judge issued a
temporary restraining order against Life
Partners Holdings and two top executives
ordering them not to destroy records or
dissipate assets, but stopped short of appointing a receiver.
Judge Orlinda Naranjo of the Travis
County Court in Austin, Texas, issued the
temporary restraining order Aug. 17 at the
request of Texas Attorney General Greg
Abbott who alleged the firm had violated
state securities laws and had used artificially short life expectancy reports to sell
investments in life settlements.
The temporary restraining order also
bars the firm from paying dividends,
salary increases or bonuses.
Abbott sought the temporary restraining order to prevent the firm, Chief Executive Brian Pardo and General Counsel
Scott Peden from continuing to commit
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fraud in connection with the sale of securities. The firm is the parent company of
Waco, Texas, provider Life Partners.
In addition, the state is seeking temporary and permanent injunctions to prevent
further violations of state laws, restitution,
disgorgement of economic benefits, civil
fines and penalties.
Abbott sued Aug. 16 on behalf of Texas
Securities Commissioner John Morgan.
“In support of its determination, the
Court finds that the State of Texas is likely
to prevail on its claims that Defendants
have violated or are in violation of the
Securities Act by committing fraud and
fraudulent practices in connection with
sale of securities, selling unregistered securities to the public, and selling securities
through unregistered securities dealers,
salesmen, and agents,” Naranjo said.
She said that unless the firm is
Continued on page 19

FSA’S LATEST PROPOSAL ON
RETAIL INVESTMENT MAY BRING
CLARITY TO THE MARKET
by Maria Brosnan Liebel
Life settlement fund managers who are trying to raise money overseas
said the Financial Services Authority’s proposed ban on the sale of nonmainstream pooled investments to most retail investors may not negatively
impact the market much.
The proposed guidance, released Aug. 22, continued the FSA’s push
for restrictions on the sale of life settlements to ordinary investors in the
U.K. It would limit retail marketing for unregulated collective investment
schemes (UCIS), special purpose vehicles (SPV), and qualified investment
schemes (QIS).
Michael Fugler, head of global capital markets for Welcome Life Financial Group in Boca Raton, Fla., said the latest proposal helps repair
Continued on page 16
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COVENTRY SETTLES
ANTI-TRUST CASE AGAINST
JOHN HANCOCK IN CALIFORNIA
A lawsuit in a high-profile case
brought by Coventry First against
John Hancock Life Insurance Co. alleging that the carrier bought a $1 million
policy out from under the provider has
been settled.
Although terms of the Aug. 2 agreement are private, the lawyers’ briefs lay
out the arguments by both sides in the
contentious case requiring production of
thousands of pages of documents and
23 depositions.
The Fort Washington, Pa.-based provider sued June 2011 in U.S. District
Court in Los Angeles after it said that
John Hancock thwarted the sale of the
policy on a 62-year-old man by paying
him the same $45,000 that Coventry intended to pay.
An amended complaint alleged violation of anti-trust law, intentional interference with a contract, intentional and
negligent interference with prospective
economic advantage, breach of contract
and violation of California’s business
and professions code.
Coventry alleged that John Hancock
violated the Cartwright Act, which bars
constraint of trade, by conspiring with
intermediaries to prevent term policies
from being converted into permanent
coverage and then sold on the secondary market.
John Hancock claimed its actions
were unilateral and thus it could not be
accused of constraining trade.
“Dismissal of Coventry’s far-reaching,
intrusive and baseless antitrust claim
would simplify this case and assist in its
prompt resolution,” the carrier said in its
March 19 court papers.
Coventry said John Hancock had
erroneously required new insurable
interest on a converted policy. The insurer considers the term policy and permanent policy two separate insurance
contracts in which insurable interest is
required each time at inception.
“John Hancock views such transactions not as ‘life settlements’ but rather as
2

term conversion stranger-originated life
insurance,” the carrier said in its filing.
John Hancock, represented by
Boies, Schiller & Flexner, said it has
converted more than 8,500 term policies into permanent coverage since
2007 and that Coventry only had identified four such transactions, where the
carrier allegedly interfered.
Furthermore, it said it routinely
processed term conversions and that
Coventry acquired such policies. John
Hancock said it processed $7.55 million
in conversions for Logan policies. It also
said it ultimately processed $21.5 million
in Sopher term conversions, which also
went to Coventry. A John Hancock affiliate initially refused to convert two of
the $11 million Sopher policies that were
subject to purchase agreements by Coventry until the New York State Department of Insurance ordered it to do so,
the carrier conceded.
“While Coventry may not like the
alleged effect of John Hancock’s position on Coventry’s business model, the
fact that John Hancock decided not to
process term conversion applications in
certain circumstances, informed others
that it would not process such applications, and thereafter did not process
them does not amount to a conspiracy
to restrain trade,” John Hancock’s attorneys argued in its April 12 filing.
The issue first surfaced in New York
two years ago when John Hancock refused to convert the two $11 million
Sopher term policies. A complaint was
made to New York insurance officials
by the Sopher woman’s life settlement
broker, Gary Edelston of GE Insurance
Services of Minnetonka, Minn.
“The undisputed evidence shows
that Hancock leveraged the medical
and financial desperation of one of its
insureds into his agreement to breach
a life settlement contract with Coventry
and to drop his well-founded objection
to Hancock’s illegal termination of the
converted policy on his life,” Katten
September 6, 2012
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The Coventry filing said that Universal Insurance Services, which is
a member of the National Financial
Partners brokerage network, agreed
to thwart a John Hancock term conversion life settlement case. Universal didn’t
want to do anything that could harm its
or National Financial’s relationship with
Hancock, the filing added.
Edelston, the life settlement broker
who didn’t give in to John Hancock’s
pressure in the term-conversion case
involving the two $11 million Sopher
policies, was threatened with termination by the carrier, an April 12 Coventry filing said. However, his brokerage
general agent, Universal Insurance Services, participated in constraint of trade
by agreeing to John Hancock’s request
not to send in any premiums in the case,
the filing said.
Edelston’s appointment with John
Hancock ultimately was terminated
after he brought John Hancock’s refusal
to convert the two Sopher policies to
the New York insurance department.
Edelston, who was
deposed for 10
hours in the Coventry lawsuit, said he
SERVICES L.L.C.
believes his testimony helped persuade
John Hancock to
Innovation in the Life Insurance Policy Service
settle the case.
and Maintenance Arena
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Muchin Rosenman and O’Melveny &
Myers said in their March 19 brief on
behalf of Coventry in the Kenneth Gross
case in the California court.
Gross had filed a complaint with
the California Department of Insurance
at the suggestion of his life settlement
broker’s compliance officer, Coventry’s
filing said. But his broker Crump Life
Insurance Services’ general counsel
“short-circuited” her own staff by soliciting a “favor,” a $5,000 cash payment
from Hancock, to drop its advocacy on
behalf of the insured, Coventry claimed.
Christie Corado, general counsel for
Crump did not respond to a request for
comment on the allegations.
Crump, which considers itself the
country’s largest independent insurance
wholesaler with more than 200,000 producers, also agreed not to process any
new life settlement term conversions
after getting the $5,000 payment, Coventry said. The provider said two other
brokers also agreed with Hancock not
to process term-conversion applications.
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an executive with the firm told Hancock
that its term policy probably didn’t state
Hancock could prevent converted policies from settling, a Coventry filing said.
“These parties recognized that Hancock’s position that term conversion life
settlements are subject to an insurable
interest requirement is unlawful, but for
a variety of reasons – payoffs, coercion,
the desire not to rock the boat – agreed
to Hancock’s scheme,” Coventry said.
After reading of John Hancock’s
defeat in the New York case, ValMark
persuaded the carrier to reverse its position on term conversions, the April Coventry filing said.
The provider claims that the insured,
Kenneth Gross, was facing a financial
crisis and significant health problems
and had begun to liquidate his assets to
keep his business afloat when he sought
to sell his policy.
He filed a complaint with the California Department of Insurance saying
he was battling cancer and had been
advised by his doctors to avoid stress.
“Clearly this is an immensely stressful
circumstance,” a supporting Coventry
filing quoted the man as saying.
Jennifer Chambers, the senior staff
counsel for the California insurance department, told John Hancock’s counsel
that she disagreed with John Hancock’s
position, the Coventry brief said.
In order to make the insured’s complaint to the agency moot and avoid
setting a “precedent condemning its
unlawful practices,” the carrier, at the
direction of its president, Steve Finch,
reached agreement with Gross to pay
him the same $45,000 offered by Coventry and to nullify the term and permanent policies, a Coventry brief said.
Nat Shapo, an attorney with Katten
Muchin Rosenman in Chicago, declined
to comment on the settlement. Alan
Buerger, chief executive of Coventry
First, did not respond to an email seeking comment. The three Boies attorneys
representing John Hancock, Alan Vickery, Motty Shulman and David Zifkin,
did not return calls or emails. Calls and
emails to John Hancock spokespeople
also were not returned.
—DH
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PEM GROUP RECEIVER CALLS
PHOENIX ‘KING OF STOLI’
Phoenix Life Insurance Co. is called
“The King of STOLI” by the receiver
of Private Equity Management Group
(PEM Group) in an amended complaint
filed in Los Angeles that seeks a refund
on two life insurance policies.
Earlier this month, U.S. District
Court Judge Philip Gutierrez threw
out the original lawsuit filed by PEM
Group’s receiver Robert Mosier, but
gave him an opportunity to amend the
complaint. The judge said in his ruling
that Mosier had failed to articulate a
basis for seeking rescission or “direct
the Court to a provision within the Policies or to some aspect of California law
obligating Phoenix to prospectively
confirm coverage.”
Mosier was appointed receiver of
Irvine, Calif.-based PEM Group when
it was shut down by the Securities and
Exchange Commission for alleged securities fraud in 2009. He filed a lawsuit
in February seeking rescission of two
Phoenix policies totaling $11 million
and a refund of nearly $5 million in
premiums because the carrier refused
to say it would honor the policies.
Mosier’s new complaint, filed Aug.
27, outlined Phoenix’s alleged stranger-originated life insurance practices in
greater detail. It said the company “devised a scheme to maximize the receipt
of premiums for itself while avoiding
its contractual obligations under the life
insurance policies it has issued.”
Mosier said he believes the carrier
is party to about 86 lawsuits involving
about $3.6 billion in Phoenix policies
owned by investors.
He cited testimony taken in 2010 in
one of those lawsuits, Fenton v. PHL Variable Insurance Co., filed in California state
court, in which one of Phoenix’s wealth
management consultants said that Phoenix executives encouraged non-recourse
premium financing transactions.
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

Mosier’s lawsuit also mentions that
Phoenix formed Phoenix Life Solutions,
a company that would repurchase policies on the secondary market that the
carrier itself issued.
But as the capital markets crashed,
Mosier said Phoenix increasingly denied
paying death benefits. In 2008, Phoenix
denied less than 1% of the total death
benefit claims it received, according to
the lawsuit. But in 2009, 2010, and 2011,
the carrier denied 12.37%, 16.20% and
20.87% of claims, respectively.
“In sum, Phoenix knowingly issued
STOLI policies in order to boost its profits, and even formed a division dedicated to the purchase of its policies in the
secondary market. Phoenix was eager to
issue these policies and encouraged its
agents to apply for these, while Phoenix
turned a blind eye to the information
presented in policy applications,” Mosier
said in the new complaint.
“After Phoenix suffered a financial
collapse, it commenced a scheme that
allowed it to collect millions of dollars
in premium payments without having
to honor all of the policies it issued, by
decreasing the value and marketability
of its policies on the secondary market
to the detriment of its policyholders.”
The policies in question were
originally issued to Heritage Christian
School in Wisconsin in 2005 and were
then bought by PEM Group that same
year for $1.68 million.
They were sold by Barbara Incandela and her husband Richard Incandela,
along with William White. White was
part of Phoenix’s “Exceptional Producer Program” and also chief executive
of life settlement brokerage Five Star
Financial, through which PEM Group
purchased the policies, Mosier’s complaint said. The Incandelas even paid
for the initial premiums on the policies.
The Incandelas were later accused
4

of defrauding religious institutions in
an alleged fundraising scam involving
life insurance.
Mosier said that Phoenix should
have known about the agents’ STOLI
reputations, and it ignored warnings
from the underwriting department.
Given the questionable origination
of the policies and Phoenix’s reputation of trying to avoid paying on policies like these in various ways, Mosier
sought confirmation from Phoenix that it
would pay on them when they matured.
Mosier said Phoenix refused to do so.
In the amended complaint, Mosier
said Phoenix had statutory, contractual,
legal and equitable duties to confirm
whether it intended to honor the policies.
He said California regulations require an insurer to disclose all benefits,
coverage, time limits or other provisions. He said Phoenix also violated
industry custom and practice by not
providing verification of coverage. The
insurance contract itself entitles the
policyholder to an illustrative report on
future benefits and values, but Phoenix
did not provide one, Mosier alleged.
Mosier alleged that Phoenix also violated the state covenant of “good faith
and fair dealing” and a fiduciary duty it
owed to PEM Group as policy owner.
Mosier said his original complaint was
sufficient to legally rescind the policies.
And despite the fact that the insureds
have not died yet, Mosier said his lawsuit is ripe for adjudication because PEM
Group has already suffered economic
harm as a result of Phoenix’s actions.
“As detailed above, Phoenix’s refusal
to confirm whether it will honor its obligations under the Policies despite its
multiple duties to do so, and its notorious
efforts to avoid it obligations under similar
life insurance policies, have already destroyed the value and marketability of the
Policies,” Mosier said in the complaint.
September 6, 2012
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Mosier is now seeking an order confirming that the policies have been rescinded and are void, and return of all
consideration paid for the policies including premiums, damages, and legal costs.
Mosier and a spokeswoman for
Phoenix did not respond to emails
seeking comment.
Among the much larger lawsuits
Phoenix is facing are separate complaints filed this summer by Fortress

Investment Group and Wilmington
Savings Fund Society alleging violations of federal racketeering laws. In
July, a federal judge in Wilmington,
Del., struck Phoenix’s request in a
separate case to keep premiums when
a policy was voided for lack of insurable interest at inception.
“What is happening is the momentum is building on these cases,” said
attorney Jerry Kroll in Santa Barbara,

Calif., who is representing the plaintiffs in the Fenton case.
He said the premises in these various lawsuits are “different variations
of the same theme,” and attorneys
are seizing on the evidence created in
other cases.
“It’s like a puzzle,” Kroll said. “All
the pieces start to fit.”
—MBL

HSBC Ofﬁcer Worked on
Transactions With Looted Bond
Issuers, Court Documents Say

About 830 investors involved with
the Keydata-SLS-LSC-Investors Trust
Action Group are now financing potential legal action against the companies
that did business with SLS Capital and
were entrusted with safeguarding the
assets. In July, a U.S. bankruptcy court
judge in Manhattan recognized SLS’s
foreign bankruptcy petition.
Yann Baden, who was appointed
liquidator in Luxembourg, is seeking
discovery from HSBC Bank, as well as
provider Life Settlement Solutions, consultant CRT Capital Group, and Wells
Fargo Bank.
None of the companies or people
named in the discovery motion filed
objections by the Aug. 30 deadline. But
Life Settlement Solutions General Counsel Karen Canoff said the company has
been given an extension to Sept. 5 to
file a written response while it works
with SLS Capital’s legal counsel on a
stipulation to the discovery request.
A hearing on the motion is scheduled for Sept. 6.
HSBC Bank served SLS capital in several roles. It acted as a securities intermediary and provided custodial securities
accounts, court documents said. It was
the owner of the life insurance policies
and beneficiary of the death benefits. It
also provided SLS with cash management, policy eligibility verification for the
portfolio, and payments services.
When SLS purchased policies
from San Diego-based Life Settlement

Solutions, a “Tripartite Entitlement
Order” required sign-off by Life Settlement Solutions, HSBC and SLS, according to the discovery motion. The order
confirmed that the insurer had changed
the owner and beneficiary of the policy
into HSBC’s name and that payment for
the policies had been transferred from
SLS to Life Settlement Solutions. It was
also used whenever policies were sold.
In 2008, HSBC owned and held policies with about $241.4 million in face
value, the motion said. SLS sold about
$214 million in July 2008 and instructed
HSBC to transfer the policies.
“It is unknown what became of the
proceeds from this sale,” the motion said.
Zhang was identified as a deponent in
the motion. She allegedly signed a verification and payment agency agreement
with SLS and some Tripartite Entitlement
Orders. “She appears to be the most
senior person at HSBC regularly involved
with SLS’s accounts,” the filing said.
At about that same time, HSBC Bank
also provided custodial services for
PEM Group, which sold bonds backed
by life settlements and certain real
estate investments.
Last November, HSBC settled a lawsuit filed by Hua Nan Commercial Bank,
Hua Nan Investment Trust, Cosmos
Bank, Bank SinoPac, Entie Commercial
Bank and Taichung Commercial Bank,
six of eight foreign, institutional investors that altogether invested more than
$950 million with PEM Group.

An officer at HSBC Bank was identified in court documents as having
signed off on transactions for SLS Capital and Private Equity Management
Group (PEM Group), two life settlement bond issuers whose assets have
been allegedly looted.
Wendy Zhang of HSBC Bank in
New York is the subject of an Aug. 14
discovery motion filed by the liquidator of SLS Capital, a Luxembourg-based
bond issuer. She was an assistant vice
president at the bank in 2005.
Zhang also allegedly confirmed at
least one payment that PEM Group of
Irvine, Calif., made to an offshore reinsurer, which itself was determined to
be a fraud and tied to organized crime,
according to a lawsuit by Taiwanese investment banks against HSBC that was
settled last year.
More than €270 million ($339 million) had been invested in SLS Capital, one of a web of companies created
by British businessman David Elias in
2004. Elias reportedly died while eluding U.K. legal authorities over another
failed company.
In 2009, the SLS investments were
discovered to be missing when a major
distributor of the bonds, U.K.-based Keydata Investment Services, was placed
under administration for insolvency by
the Financial Services Authority.
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media
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The Securities and Exchange Commission shut down PEM Group in 2009.
Its founder, Danny Pang, and other directors allegedly siphoned hundreds of
millions of dollars for a variety of extravagances and other undisclosed investments. A receiver in California has
been trying to recover more than $800
million, of which about $500 million
was invested by the plaintiffs.
Pang committed suicide.
One of PEM Group’s directors, Anthony Bufinsky, formerly worked at HSBC.
The total amount of the legal settlement wasn’t disclosed. But the receivership said in court documents that it
received $2 million, with the rest going
to the investment banks.
The investment banks’ complaint
alleged a wide array of fraudulent
activities and misstatements to PEM
Group investors. Among them is that
the bond payments were guaranteed

by an A-rated insurer. As asset custodian, HSBC was responsible for holding
the assets acquired with investor funds
and the “so-called ‘performance assurance,’” the complaint said.
However, the insurer PEM Group
selected was Albatross Invest S.p.A.,
which had no rating at all.
“It was a fraud; had reputed ties
to organized crime syndicates in Italy;
and, among other things, was the ‘go
to’ insurer for fraud schemes in the life
settlement industry,” the investment
banks claimed in the complaint. “PEM
Group knew of problems at Albatross,
but continued to deal with Albatross
anyway,” in part because the company
paid Pang and another director substantial cash “kick-backs.”
In May 2005, Zhang confirmed in
an email to PEM Group’s chief financial officer that $1.68 million was wired
to Albatross.

“Thanks Wendy. You Rock!” the
chief financial officer replied.
It was the only mention of Zhang
in the investment banks’ lawsuit
against HSBC. She was not named as
a defendant.
A spokesman for HSBC declined to
comment on the litigation or confirm
whether Zhang is still an employee.
SLS Capital is also seeking discovery from Michiel McCarty, formerly a
senior employee at CRT Capital, a registered broker-dealer in Connecticut
that served as investment adviser to SLS
when it was first formed. The original
owners of SLS were Elias, through a
holding company, and Sheffield Merchant Bank Group, a CRT Capital subsidiary, the motion said.
McCarty allegedly provided a favorable reference for Elias to the first
company that managed SLS, “notwithstanding that he most likely knew Elias
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was a fugitive wanted on an arrest warrant issued in the United Kingdom,”
the motion said.
McCarty, now a managing director and head of investment banking at
M.M. Dillon & Co. in Stamford, Conn.,
did not respond to requests for comment. A spokesman for CRT Capital did
not respond to a request for comment.
CRT developed SLS’s bond structure
and worked with KPMG to design the
portfolio protocol, including necessary
investment yields. It was also to make
sure that the portfolio met the “Required Asset Cover.” The death benefits were to be twice the amount of
the bond proceeds, less any remaining
cash and investment-grade debt purchased with the proceeds.
That function was later taken up
by Arnold Eber, formerly a principal
at CIB Partners, who is also a deponent. Eber, a former U.K. resident, is
believed to now be living and working in the U.S. He could not be located for comment.
Larry Simon, president of Life Settlement Solutions, is also named.
“LSS has nothing to hide, so we
are certainly willing to cooperate
with reasonable discovery requests,”
Canoff said.
She reiterated earlier comments
that Life Settlement Solutions was not
in control of SLS’s assets. “LSS is not
aware of any basis, or any allegation
of any basis, for anyone to assert that
LSS is in any way responsible for the
actions taken by SLS or others with respect to the disposition of SLS assets,”
Canoff said in an email.
The role of Wells Fargo is unclear,
SLS Capital said. “Wells had a protracted negotiation with SLS to take over
the maintenance of SLS’s asset and
cash accounts,” from HSBC, it said. The
discovery is to determine what role, if
any, the bank had with the company.
Wells Fargo has previously declined
to comment.

The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

Centurion’s Exploring Financing
Options for Struggling Funds
Centurion Fund Managers is exploring premium financing options to
bolster two life settlement funds that
are experiencing slower-than-expected
maturities.
Centurion, with offices in the U.K.,
Luxembourg and the island of Mauritius, was being considered to take over
the $320 million ARM Asset-Backed
Securities portfolio, according to Iain
Stamp of Life Settlement Consulting,
which had also been vying for the distressed portfolio. Centurion’s spokesman Wil Graham declined to comment
on the “ARM bids or bidding process.”
Sixteen share classes in the Defined
Return Fund and the Life Settlement
Strategy Fund (LSSF), both based in the
Cayman Islands, have been restricted
since June 2011, Graham said. That
means no new subscriptions are being
accepted, and redemption requests are
being considered individually based
upon the liquidity situation of the fund.
“One of the reasons the Funds
were restricted was because LEs at the
time were proving to be less accurate
than our models told us they would
be, which has led to us reviewing our
valuation methodology altogether and
evolving from a mark-to-model method
to mark-to-market,” said quarterly
shareholder updates in June.
The Defined Return Fund has not
had any policies mature since June
2011, and LSSF has had only one. A $3.3
million policy matured in March, netting the fund $2.6 million after purchase
and premium costs. Centurion said the
policy matured within life expectancy
projections.
Most of the share classes showed a
slight reduction in net asset value for
the first quarter ending in June.
The Defined Return Fund has a total
face value of about $389.2 million and
a book value of $213.7 million. LSSF’s
portfolio has $333.5 million in death
benefits and $102.7 million in book
value. Monthly premiums average $1
7

million for the Defined Return Fund and
$1.3 million for LSSF.
To meet this expense, Centurion is
considering options including obtaining financing or selling policies at a
discount, whichever would be cheaper,
Graham said.
A July 10 letter to Defined Return
Fund shareholders from Centurion Administration Services in Mauritius said
that contracts for premium financing
are being exchanged. “Further details
will be issued by the Fund Manager as
soon as contracts have been finalized.
To set your expectation, this will be
before the end of July 2012.”
Centurion Administration Services
provides fund transfer and share register services. It has direct contact with the
shareholders, Graham said. But Graham,
who was unfamiliar with the letter, said
that communication was wrong.
He said management told the administration team they will disclose
“whether or not premium financing
will be put in place” by the end of September, which is when the next shareholder update is due to be published.
Centurion said in the shareholder updates for both funds that the fund manager had life expectancies re-evaluated
in November. As a result, estimations
increased on average by 24 months.
“Before November 2011, underwriters who provide LEs never took into
account the impact that bionics like
pace-makers can have on lifespan,”
Centurion said in the updates.
Graham said that Centurion uses
AVS Underwriting and 21st Services,
and neither “considered bionics” until
last November.
“We took the stance that we don’t
want to overpromise or give false expectations to shareholders,” Graham said.
Depending on the specific details on the
policies, Centurion increases life expectancy calculations up to 24 months.
The company originally said the investment horizon was four to six years,
Graham said. It was extended to five
to seven years when the funds were
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restricted last year. Even after the new
projections, Centurion said it still believes investment capital should be
repaid in four to six years from now.
“I’m not sure if I can believe it,” said
Geoffrey Hartnell, principal of U.K. advisory firm Vintage Financial, which
has about $3 million in client money in
Centurion funds.
Graham said that it’s a natural reaction for financial advisers to think of
the worst case scenario, especially after
the Financial Services Authority in the
U.K. labeled life settlements as highrisk investments. But he said Centurion
is not in the same situation as other
fund managers.
“There is a certain element of panic
when it comes to life settlement funds,”
Graham said. “It’s important not to tarnish them all with the same brush.”
AVS in November said it was going
to make changes on files for people
who use pacemakers and automatic
implantable cardioverter defibrillators.
Managing Partner Phil Loy said in an
email that AVS had a debit structure for
these devices for many years, but they
were revised in 2011.
“We have no debit structure that
would cause a 24 month increase in life
expectancy for the use of a pacemaker
alone.” Loy said. “I suspect that if the
life expectancy increased 24 months
that it would be from a combination of
things that might cause us to think the
individual would live 24 months longer
and not just a pacemaker or ICD.”
He said he checked the Centurion
submissions since January and did not
find any where the life expectancy increased by 24 months.
Michael Fasano, president of Fasano
Associates, said his firm also did work
for Centurion, “but not a lot.” He said
his firm always accounted for pacemakers, but it decreased debits for all cardiovascular impairments in 2007.
He said Centurion’s use of the word
“bionics” was misleading. “The inference that someone is better than average with a pacemaker is wrong.”
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

Vince Granieri, chief actuary of 21st
Services, declined to comment.

Wells Fargo Issues Foreclosure
Notice Against Lifetrade Fund
In what would be at least its third
takeover of a life settlement portfolio,
Wells Fargo Bank has issued a foreclosure notice against The Lifetrade Fund.
The Aug. 16 notice on the Irish
Stock Exchange says $500 million in
fixed-rate notes are due in 2018 and
$200,000 in profit participating notes
are due in 2041.
In a note to its shareholders,
Lifetrade said the foreclosure was
issued to comply with the Irish structure’s legal requirements and that the
fund has four months to refinance what
it owes the bank.
Other notices to shareholders and
service providers said that as of June 14,
HB Management was appointed as director of Lifetrade Management Co. and
Lifetrade Asset Management. HB Management, based in Curacao, Netherlands
Antilles, replaces TMF Curacao.
Roy Smith, managing director of
Lifetrade Management Co., declined to
comment.
Elise Wilkinson, a spokeswoman
for Wells Fargo, said the bank had no
comment.
In March, Lifetrade suspended redemptions, fearing that investors might
try to withdraw what amounted to more
than 30% of the fund’s net asset value.
A statement by the fund at the time
said several events had occurred involving some investors, the lender and
regulatory entities in Argentina and
Japan that were preventing the fund
manager from accurately estimating the
net asset value.
It said that Japan’s Financial Services
Agency ordered an investor in the fund
to suspend its operations in the fund
for a month, pending an investigation
unrelated to the fund. It also said in
March that it was negotiating a credit
facility and that if unsuccessful, the
8

total recourse to the fund could represent more than 40% of the fund’s net
asset value.
Smith also declined to comment
when the fund halted redemptions.
But since then more details have
come to light.
A person with knowledge of the situation who asked not to be named said
the Lifetrade fund has a net asset value
of about $400 million with about $900
million in death benefits. It had a credit
facility of about $178 million with Wells
Fargo as of December, the person said.
The loan matured June 15 and the
amount needing to be refinanced was
thought to be $140 million, the person
added.
The person, who works with Japanese investors in the fund, said that
AIJ Investment Advisors, a Tokyo asset
manager, had invested about $20 million in Class A shares of the fund. AIJ
has been accused of trying to hide $1
billion in losses from its pension fund
clients and its president, Kazuhiko
Asakawa, was among four arrested in
June, according to media reports.
In all, Japanese pensions had invested about $200 million, or half the
fund’s net asset value, the person familiar with the situation said.
At the fund’s annual meeting May 17
in Curacao, attendees were Lifetrade,
TMF Curacao, HMB, Argentina PF and a
Japanese trustee, although no one from
AIJ went, the person said.
During a vote at the meeting after
considering three options, a majority
of the group supported an effort to
refinance the credit facility with Wells
Fargo, the person added. A second
option was to breach the loan and go
into default and a third option was to
obtain a bridge loan for 12 months with
an entity other than Wells Fargo.
The attendees agreed upon refinance
terms for the senior tranche of $95 million with Libor plus 7% and the interest
payment tranche of $45 million with Libor
plus 5%, the knowledgeable person said.
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In addition, no new investment was
to be made until the liquidity problem
was resolved, the person added. The
person said no management fee reduction was considered at the meeting.
The group also agreed that the net
asset valuation calculation would be
commenced one to three months after
the refinancing was completed.
If the fund is foreclosed upon, the
person believes that the investors,
which also includes the Korean government, will lose all their investment in it.
Scott Rose, principal of Barrett Advisors, a Tarrytown, N.Y.-based asset
manager and adviser, said he talked
briefly with a Wells Fargo representative
more than a year ago, but the bank was
not interested in selling its portfolios for
less than the principal.
Based on life expectancy estimates
from years ago, “I’d be very surprised
if the portfolios had market value in
excess of the loan principal,” he said.
Rose said most portfolios will eventually earn income for investors who
have staying power and can hold to
maturity, although they can range from
single digit to double-digit returns.
In December 2010, the Life Trust
Asset Pool US, an Atlanta-based fund
with a pool of more than 400 life settlements valued at $1.3 billion, filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Wells Fargo had
refused to renew a $225 million credit
facility for the portfolio, Franz-Philippe
Przybyl, a partner with Berlin Atlantic
Capital, manager of the pool, previously said.
Q Capital Strategies, a provider with
offices in New York and Boca Raton,
Fla., managed another portfolio that
was taken over by Wells Fargo. Q Opportunity Co. relinquished its 283-policy
portfolio with $550 million in face value,
according to a December 2010 order
by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in West
Palm Beach, Fla. QOC failed to renegotiate a loan with the bank and owed it
$141 million, including $120 million in
principal.
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Illinois Court Lets Carrier
Keep Premiums, Delaware
Judge Says No
An Illinois federal judge sided with
an insurer over a question of whether
premiums can be retained in a strangeroriginated life insurance (STOLI) case,
but left the door open for the trustee
to assert a claim of unjust enrichment
against the carrier.
That’s the upshot of an Aug. 15 decision in The Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Co. case by Judge John “Jay” Tharp Jr.
in U.S. District Court in Chicago.
In another case decided July 25 in
U.S. District Court in Wilmington, Del.,
a judge came to the opposite conclusion in a lawsuit brought by The Phoenix Cos., striking the carrier’s request for
premiums when a policy was voided for
lack of insurable interest at inception.
In the latest case, Tharp ruled that
the insurer can keep the premiums for
now in The Penn Mutual Life Insurance
Company v. Greatbanc Trust Company
lawsuit on a voided policy, but the
issue over unjust enrichment can be
brought back.
The judge said he wasn’t looking at
the case as a rescission action because
the trustee had conceded that the contract was void from the start. Under Illinois law, rescission is only allowed for
a valid contract, the judge noted.
“The Court declines to order rescission but the issue of how to dispose
of the premiums is not yet solved,” the
decision said. “Penn Mutual wants this
Court to declare that it can keep the
premiums. It argues that, purely as a
matter of Illinois law, the Court must
leave the parties as it finds them upon
declaring a contract void ab initio - in
other words, it must order that Penn
Mutual keeps all premiums.”
Neither side in the lawsuit or the
court found any Illinois case law addressing the fate of premiums when a
STOLI contract has been declared void,
Tharp said.
Tharp cited dif ferent cases
9

throughout the country to make his
points. He said the Principal Life Ins. Co.
v. Lawrence Rucker 2007 Ins. Trust case is
a better decision for the trustee than another one it cited because it held that the
carrier must return premiums, although
the policy had been voided.
He said a good case for Penn
Mutual is the TTSI Irrevocable Trust v.
Relia-Star Life Ins. Co. case in which a
Florida state appellate court held that
contracts that are void as contrary to
public policy will not be enforced by
the courts and the parties will be left as
the court found them.
Tharp said the unjust enrichment
claim is not precluded by his ruling that
the policy is void.
“Unjust enrichment is an equitable
claim that arises when a defendant voluntarily accepts a benefit that would
be inequitable for it to retain without
paying for it,” the decision said.
The other recent case that reached
an opposite conclusion was the PHL
Variable Insurance Co. v. Virginia L.
Lankow Life Insurance Trust decision. In
that case, Judge Richard Andrews in U.S.
District Court in Wilmington, Del., ruled
that the carrier couldn’t keep premiums.
He said the trust pointed out that
that court previously ruled that Delaware law prohibits an insurance company from keeping premiums when a
policy is voided for lack of insurable
interest. That decision was made in the
Principal Life Ins. Co. v. Lawrence Rucker
2007 Insurance Trust case.
“That declaration is exactly what
Plaintiff seeks in this case,” Andrews
said. “Thus, the request that Plaintiff
be allowed to retain the premiums
(but not the request for amounts paid
to brokers and damages) is STRUCK,”
the court said.
Jule Rousseau, an attorney with
Arent Fox in New York, said the Illinois result is the middle ground.
He said it means, “We’ll leave you
where we find you. We leave you as
you are. Now, you can sue for unjust
enrichment.”
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Rousseau said the cases over carriers
seeking a return of premiums in rescissions are generally over now because
the two-year contestability periods have
lapsed for most policies where this was
an issue. Now, the cases coming before
the courts will be on whether premiums should be returned when policies
are voided due to lack of insurable interest, he said.
He said the law varies state by state,
with California and Pennsylvania saying
that premiums must be returned if policies lacking insurable interest are voided.
Rousseau questioned why carriers
should even consider keeping premiums they collected for five or six years
after it was determined they never
provided coverage. When they void
a policy, they no longer have to hold
reserves for it and can take it off their
books, he added.
Nat Shapo, an attorney with Katten
Muchin Rosenman in Chicago, said
he believes the outcome in The Penn
Mutual case will be cited a lot by carriers in other cases because a policy that’s
voided due to lack of insurable interest
does not require a premium return.
“If adopted by other courts, it will
lead to more complicated litigation because the opinion specifically recognizes
the premise that a void contract creates
an unjust enrichment claim against the insurer,” he said. “In other words, it would
be a fact-driven inquiry on whether it
would be unfair to allow the insurer to
have its cake and eat it, too.’

ARM Bondholders
Demand a Meeting
Growing increasingly frustrated with
the lack of information about bids for
ARM Asset-Backed Securities, a group
of investors in the life settlement-backed
bonds have demanded a meeting.
The leadership of ARM Investors
Forum, a website representing more
than 300 members, cited bond prospectus rules in a letter asking the ARM board
of directors to hold a meeting. The request is backed by £17.5 million ($27.7
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million) of holdings by forum investors.
“We did this because Forum members (and we believe all investors) are
concerned at the total lack of information being released on the recommended bidder and rejected bidders, and the
perception that we are about to be presented with a fait accomplit by the ARM
board,” said Alan Shanks, a member of
the administration team, in an email to
The Life Settlements Report.
The ARM Investors Forum, in an
Aug. 13 letter, said there are a number
of aspects of the final bid that are critical and necessary if it is to gain favor
from the investors. They want the proposal to pay income and invested capital; that it be listed on a European stock
exchange with appropriate income tax
treaties with the U.S.; that the bonds
can be eligible for retirement savings
accounts; that infrastructure and borrowing facilities are in place to minimize the time that business and coupon
payments can resume; and that capital
surpluses be shared with investors.
The requirements are similar to
those of another investor group, the
ARM Help Steering Committee, which
operates a separate website. On Aug.
1, the steering committee issued a statement also asking for more information
about the bids.
Shanks said that the board replied
that it would meet with legal counsel
to discuss the request.
“The board are at present working
on the documentation for a meeting of
the bondholders and once all the legalities (o)f such are in place notice of
same will be given,” ARM said in a Aug.
21 statement posted on the Irish Stock
Exchange website.
The ARM board said in the statement that it’s willing to consider other
bids for its life settlement portfolio,
and is working closely with a second
bidder, even though it has chosen one
bidder to perform due diligence.
An appraisal committee has given
that bidder until the end of August to
review the policies, ARM said. While
10

that bidder completes its due diligence,
the board remains open to reviewing
other bids as no bidder has been given
final approval to take over the portfolio.
“In particular, the board continues
to work closely with a second bidder
in finalizing the questions and answers
thereto,” the statement said.
ARM didn’t identify any of the players, which have been under non-disclosure agreements.
ARM said it remains committed to
“producing a report on the process,
and on the financial and risk analysis
performed during the process.” But to
produce the reports before the process is finalized would be premature
and incomplete.
“There has been some speculation in
the press, spurred on by one losing bid
in particular and the board would like to
note that information in the press is unreliable at best,” ARM said in the statement.
Iain Stamp of U.K-based Life Settlement Consulting, which competed for
the portfolio, told The Life Settlements
Report that he had heard from a reliable
source that Apollo Global Management
and Centurion Fund Managers were
being considered.
Spokespeople for Centurion and
Apollo declined to comment.
“I don’t know who arm are referring
to as a losing bidder, (it’s) not LSC,” Stamp
said in an email. He said the investor
action groups want to compare Apollo
and Centurion against the LSC proposal,
“especially as LSC has been able to significantly enhance its proposition.”
He said LSC has negotiated a sixto-one leverage facility at a fixed cost
of 4.5% per year for 10 years, “this
massively increases potential upside
to bond holders due to the arbitrage,
whilst the downside is protected by reinsurance that pays 85% of death benefits at 18 months past” life expectancy.
Stamp has declined to identify the
re-insurer, saying he is under confidentiality agreements.
Shanks said the ARM Investor
Forum administration team has seen
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Stamp’s proposal. “We regard it as
a useful yardstick, but until we have
details of the other bids, and the logic
behind the board’s recommendation, it
sits in somewhat splendid isolation,” he
said in the email.
ARM has been trying to restructure
its business after Luxembourg regulators denied the bond issuer a securities license last year and had it placed
under the supervision of Ernst &
Young. Since May, it has reviewed 13
proposals from 10 bidders. In October,
ARM said the portfolio had about $320
million in face value.
Jean-Michel Pacaud of Ernst & Young
is the supervisor and will have to give
final approval of the selected bidder.

Is NAIC’s Effort to Revise Its
Viatical Rules a Wasted Effort?
Life settlement industry representatives say it’s a waste of time for the
National Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) to revise its
viatical rules and urged it not to go
forward with the process.
They almost got their way.
The NAIC executive committee
suddenly killed plans to revise the viatical rules on Aug. 12 at its summer
meeting in Atlanta. But two days later,
the committee changed its mind.
The NAIC adopts proposed rules
and laws as models recommended for
insurance regulators across the country.
Life settlement market advocates
say there’s no need for new rules because most of the states already regulate the life settlement market. In the
last five years since NAIC put out its
proposal to govern the market, most
of the states passed new laws or updated old ones.
The issue came to a head at the
NAIC meeting Aug. 12 when Julie
McPeak, chairwoman of the Life Insurance and Annuities (A) Committee who also is Tennessee’s insurance
commissioner, asked the executive
committee to allow the viatical working group to drop work on the model
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act rules because regulators had too
much else to do, according to life
settlement and life insurance industry
representatives.
Several states now have committed
additional staff resources to continue
the working group’s efforts, so the executive committee reinstated the group
on Aug. 14, Scott Holeman, a spokesman for NAIC, said in an email.
It’s possible that the work can now
be completed by the viatical group by
the end of the year, Christopher Garrett, a spokesman with the Tennessee
Department of Commerce & Insurance,
said in an email.
The viatical working group has
been considering revising its regulations to ensure they were consistent
with the NAIC’s model act, which was
adopted in 2007, as well as revisions, if
necessary, to the group’s informational
consumer brochure on life settlements.
The model law, as well as one developed by the National Conference
of Insurance Legislators (NCOIL) the
same year, have been the basis for
numerous laws enacted in the states
regulating the life settlement market
during the past five years.
However, most states passed laws
based on the NCOIL proposal allowing policies to be settled two years
after issuance. A handful of states adopted a hybrid law based on the two
model acts, which bars policies from
being sold on the secondary market
until five years after origination. Both
attempt to prevent stranger-originated
life insurance (STOLI).
At NAIC’s March 3 meeting in New
Orleans, Michael Freedman, a lobbyist representing the life settlement industry, said since most states already
had passed laws governing the market,
those states that had would be unlikely
to reopen the issue, according to the
meeting minutes.
Freedman, senior vice president
of government affairs for Fort Washington, Pa.-based provider Coventry First, speaking on behalf of the
11

Life Insurance Settlement Association
(LISA), questioned whether the working group would be engaging in a futile
exercise, the meeting minutes said.
He suggested instead that the working group focus its effort on revising
its consumer brochure explaining the
settlement process. He said only one
brochure was needed. The NAIC currently has two of them.
Darwin Bayston, executive director
of LISA, suggested in a March 1 letter
that NAIC change the titles on the brochures from “viatical settlements” to
“life settlements” because the former
term is not used in the market and
rarely found in state laws.
The American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI), which is often at odds with
the life settlement market, disagreed,
saying “viatical settlements” is “a perfectly good name for the transfer for
consideration of an insurance policy
or its values by its owner to investors.”
In the ACLI’s April 2 letter to the
working group, Michael Lovendusky,
associate general counsel and vice
president of the group representing
major insurers, said the “curious terminology” encourages questions and
that’s “a good thing.”
ACLI remains particularly interested
in getting statistics on the market.
It asked the committee to use data
from state insurance departments
to determine how many settlements
occur within five years of a policy’s
issuance, the frequency and nature
of premium financing used in settlements, and the nature of settlement
guarantees and when they occur.
“Such a study would lead to an understanding of the effectiveness of viatical settlement laws and regulations
in deterring STOLI,” Steve Brostoff, a
spokesman for ACLI, said in an email.
Although LISA said it was not encouraging the working group to reopen
the model regulation, if it did, it would
be happy to propose rules prohibiting
anti-consumer and anti-competitive behavior by some insurers.
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In arguing for further reporting by
providers, ACLI said in its April 2 letter
that regulators need more information
to learn if consumers are being protected from provider misconduct.
An Aug. 1 memo from Roseanne
Mead, chairwoman of the working group
and assistant commissioner in Iowa, to
working group members and interested
parties recommended three pages of
changes to the model act regulations.
She suggested that the forms in which
providers report their annual transactions
only include information on insureds that
are residents of a state where the report
is filed. She said a current form that requires providers to list transactions in all
states they do business should be eliminated from the regulations because it
conflicts with the model law.
Mead also recommended that the
working group may want to emphasize
to the states that the model act requires
both providers and brokers to provide
anti-fraud plans.
On licensing issues, she suggested
changing the attestation on the license
application to say that proper bonds
demonstrating financial responsibility
are in place, but not require filing of
the actual bond. She said that would
ease the state’s job in administering the
provision and the licensee would be
subject to an audit to verify compliance.
On a disclosure-to-insurer issue,
Mead asked whether the rules should
give guidance on the minimum amount
of information necessary when brokers
and providers are involved in financing
a policy during the first five years after
a policy is issued.
On the penalties issue, Mead recommended that an amendment or drafting
note be added referring to violations
considered unfair trade practices. She
also suggested that a state may want to
designate certain actions as fraudulent
viatical settlements acts.
On side agreements, or what is
known in the market as retained-deathbenefit transactions in which policy
owners keep part of the payout, Mead
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asked whether current rules on the
practice need revisions and whether
regulators should require reporting of
such transactions.

Policy Selection Delays Assured
Fund’s Financial Statement
Policy Selection said it’s delayed the
release of the Assured Fund’s year-end
financial statement as auditors evaluate
the impact and disclosures of updated
premium liabilities.
Cambridge, U.K.-based Policy Selection reviewed its life expectancies last
year, which led to a 34% drop in net
asset value. Financial Director Andrew
Walters told The Life Settlements Report
on Aug. 28 that life expectancies were
extended about 14 months on average.
As part of that review, Policy Selection revised its estimate of premiums
required to fund the portfolio to maturity, which impacts the valuation of the
premium liability, the fund manager said
in an Aug. 14 notice published on the
Cayman Islands Stock Exchange.
“The Notes to the accounts require
that there is adequate disclosure for the
investors to be able to draw valid comparisons to last year’s valuation and can
understand movements involved,” the
notice stated. “The auditors have been
provided with information in the last
couple of weeks that should allow them
to audit the liability and assess the adequacy of the disclosures.”
Walters said a financial statement for
2011 is expected “any day now really.”
He said the auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers is working on it.
The financial report was due on June
30.
The net asset value, determined on
a mark-to-model basis, had dropped to
$277 million at the end of the year. Walters said the fund currently has a market
value of about $230 million, and a face
value of about $690 million.
He said $27 million in maturities occurred this year. The fund has a credit
line to pay premiums if necessary. It has
not sold any policies to generate cash
flow, he said.
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Walters said that the fund has not
had an increase in redemption requests, but requests are being processed on a “realizable basis.” Assured
Fund is slightly weighted toward retail
investors, as opposed to institutional
investors, he said.

Longevity Insight Services
Offering Product to
Analyze Portfolios
A firm that created a longevity product that uses a psychosocial element
that’s intended to enhance life expectancy reports has expanded its offerings.
Longevity Insight Services is now
offering LITE Longevity Risk Analytics, which is intended to help market
players analyze their entire portfolios,
according to Jeramy Pool, president of
the San Diego-based firm.
The firm’s original product was developed to help an investor understand
the accuracy of a life expectancy report
on an individual policy. The product
looked at the insured’s outlook on life,
personality traits and social connections to determine whether the person
was likely to outlive his or her life expectancy estimate.
The firm developed its product with
Howard Friedman, a psychologist and
longevity expert. He is a psychology
professor at the University of California at Riverside and author of the book
“The Longevity Project: Surprising Discoveries for Health and Long Life from
the Landmark Eight-Decades Study.”
In its marketing material, Longevity
Insight Services says its new product
is a tool that provides information that
can lead to improved cash management and realization of a higher return
on investment.
Roger Annin, senior vice president
and principal of Lewis & Ellis Actuaries and Consultants, found value
in the firm’s product, according to a
summary of his analysis. He said he
believes it provides supplemental
information that is useful in helping
measure longevity.
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“Research indicates that the psychological factors assessed by LITE, relating to personality and individual traits,
are statistically predictive of longevity
trends and can be used to better segment risks within a mortality distribution,” Annin said.
Annin came up with his conclusions
after looking at scientific literature on
the topic, talking to Friedman and reviewing the firm’s survey, method used
to extract data from subjects and the
algorithm used to weight survey responses and define longevity expectations for an individual.
He said his firm was hired by Longevity Insight Services, but was paid
before he began his analysis. He said
his firm made no assurances as to the
outcome of its review.

RiverRock Securities Gets
FINRA Approval to Sell Variable
Policies, Raise Money
RiverRock Securities, a Houstonbased firm affiliated with life settlement investment firm RiverRock
Finance, says it has received approval
from the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority to act as a broker or dealer
selling variable life insurance policies
and annuities.
The firm said it now also can raise
capital via private placements through
Regulation D for investment funds focused on the purchase of life settlement policies.
“This fits a real need in the industry,”
RiverRock Securities Managing Director
James Hickey said in a statement. “For
most life settlement providers and life
settlement brokers, it does not make
sense to own a broker dealer. This is a
cost-effective, non-competitive solution
for them to transact variable policies.”
In an interview, Hickey estimated
5% to 10% of the policies in the market
are variables, which are regulated by
FINRA because they contain a securities investment component. He said he
believes this niche is underserved because few firms in the life settlement
market have FINRA licenses.
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In addition to selling variable policies for which it will charge a 5% fee,
the firm also can raise money for its
own fund, Hickey said. Its fourth fund,
which will seek to raise $50 million, is
expected to open in mid-September.
RiverRock’s investors include family offices and high-net-worth individuals.
It focuses on small-face policies for its
own funds.
Hickey said his firm also can raise
money for other funds, although it hasn’t
decided yet whether it will do that.
Other life settlement firms with
broker-dealer licenses include Coventry Securities of Fort Washington, Pa.;
Welcome Life Securities of Boca Raton,
Fla.; and Habersham Capital Markets of Atlanta. Axis Thought Capital
of New York, which previously had a
FINRA license, is now inactive, according to FINRA’s BrokerCheck website.

Life Partners Fired CFO After
Inquiry into His Finances, Fort
Worth Star-Telegram Says
Life Partners Holdings fired its
new chief financial officer just days
after announcing his hiring after the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram started looking into his finances, the newspaper
reported.
The beleaguered Waco, Texas, firm,
which is the parent company of provider Life Partners, said Aug. 31 it was
firing Scott Dubs who only had been
hired on Aug. 21. Life Partners gave
no reason for the sudden termination.
A Sept. 1 story in the Star-Telegram
said the firing came as it was looking
into Dubs’ financial problems, including a bankruptcy and the circumstances surrounding his 2009 firing by firms
controlled by Fort Worth fi lmmaker
Johnny Langdon.
The paper said Dubs filed for bankruptcy in November 2010 after he
had been ordered by a court to pay
a $480,285 judgment. He had tried to
withdraw the bankruptcy this summer,
but the court refused to allow him to
do so, the newspaper said.
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The 2010 bankruptcy filing was the
second for Dubs in 10 years, the newspaper added.
He owed the money as a result of
a lawsuit filed by a group of six companies for which he had previously
served as chief financial officer, the
paper said. The firms, which were run
by Langdon, accused Dubs of giving
himself big raises without authorization
and using a company bank account to
pay more than $100,000 of his wife’s
personal credit card bills, the newspaper said in citing the complaint.
Brian Pardo, chief executive of Life
Partners, didn’t respond to requests for
comment from The Life Settlements Report.
Ross Albert, an attorney with
Morris, Manning & Martin in Atlanta
who is familiar with Life Partners from
his time working at the Securities and
Exchange Commission, said it appears
that Life Partners was so eager to hire a
chief financial officer that it failed to do
its due diligence on Dubs.
“Any sort of basic search would
have turned up the lawsuit and bankruptcy filing,” he said. “Background
checks are important.”
With the Internet and a public-records search of at least local court records for a minimal cost, Dubs’ legal
cases could have been found, he said.
But he said it is tough for a public
company go without a chief financial
officer for any length of time because
certain duties are required to be performed by such a person, including certification of periodic financial reports.
Life Partners Holdings said it had
fired Dubs in an Aug. 31 filing with the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
but offered no explanation. His Aug. 21
hiring only had been announced by the
firm on Aug. 27.
Dubs, who was to be paid $125,000
a year, replaced David Martin who left
the firm July 31. Martin is one of three
Life Partners executives facing fraud allegations by the SEC, which sued the firm
in January for allegedly using short life
expectancies.
In announcing his hiring, Life Partners said Dubs has 36 years of financial
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experience, including 12 years as an auditor with PricewaterhouseCoopers. Life
Partners also said he has 24 years of experience as a chief financial officer or vice
president of finance at public and private
companies. Most recently, he was interim
chief financial officer for the North American region of Acision Inc., a multinational
telecommunications company.
The Texas State Securities Board
had won a temporary restraining order
against Life Partners Aug. 17, which had
been sought by Texas Attorney General
Greg Abbott. It ordered the firm, Pardo
and General Counsel Scott Peden not to
destroy records or dissipate assets or pay
dividends, salary increases or bonuses.
Texas securities regulators accused
the firm of violating state securities laws
and of using artificially short life expectancy reports to sell life settlements.
On Aug. 29, the Travis County Court
in Austin, Texas, agreed to move a hearing on the state’s request for a temporary
injunction and appointment of a receiver
to Sept. 24. It originally had been scheduled for Aug. 30.

Spiritus Life Gets Three
New Provider’s Licenses
Spiritus Life, a Mission Viejo, Calif.based life settlement provider, has obtained
three new licenses within the last month,
according to President James Nolan.
Spiritus got new licenses in Indiana,
Tennessee and Iowa, bringing its total
licenses to 14, Nolan said. In addition,
he said the firm can conduct business in
two other regulated states – California
and New York – while it awaits word on
whether its applications have been approved in those states.
Spiritus, which began operations in
September 2009, is one of the newest
providers to enter the business.

Imperial Holdings Chairman
Mitchell Replaced by Activist
Investor Goldstein
Antony Mitchell, chief executive of
Imperial Holdings, resigned as board
chairman of the firm and was replaced
by activist investor Phillip Goldstein.
Mitchell was replaced by Goldstein,
co-founder of Bulldog Investors, on Aug.
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

14. Mitchell will remain on the board and
continue as chief executive of Imperial, an
Aug. 16 filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission stated
In an Aug. 13 filing, Imperial said it remains unable to file its financial statement
for the second quarter and doesn’t know
when it will be able to do so.
The Boca Raton, Fla.-specialty finance
company previously reported that it’s still
trying to ascertain the value of its premium-finance loans and policies that have a
bearing on its premium-finance business.
The company says it can’t complete the
financial statement for the second quarter
until it finishes its reports for last year and
for the first quarter of this year.
Imperial Holdings agreed in April to
pay $8 million to settle a criminal prosecution by the U.S. Attorney’s Office in
New Hampshire over allegations that Imperial employees made misrepresentations on insurance applications.
As a result of the settlement, Imperial stopped issuing premium-finance
loans. It remains in the life settlement
and structured settlement businesses.
The company
also has said that
the SEC is investigating whether Imperial violated federal
securities laws.

Corry Capital
Advisors,
Lewis & Ellis
Join ILMA
Corry Capital Advisors and
Lewis & Ellis Actuaries & Consultants are the
newest companies
to join the Institutional Life Markets
Association, the
trade group said.
In its Aug. 17
press statement,
ILMA said it now
has 18 members, including
14

seven charter members and 11 allied
members.
Corry Capital, with headquarters
in Pittsburgh, Pa., and offices in New
York, runs a four-year-old life settlement fund. Its investors include county
government pensions in Pennsylvania.
Earlier this year, Corry Capital bought
provider SLG Life Settlements from
Berlin Atlantic Group.
Lewis & Ellis, with offices in Texas,
Kansas and London, does actuarial consulting in the life settlement business. It
has been working with the receiver for
the Retirement Value portfolio. Retirement Value was shut down by Texas
State Securities Board officials in May
2010 for allegedly selling unregistered
securities.
ILMA said Corry Capital has joined
its group as a transitional allied member
and Lewis & Ellis is an allied member.
ILMA also said that Vida Capital,
a fund manager in Austin, Texas, has
achieved charter member status.
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Recent Legislative Activity

1

State

Bill

Source Last Action

U.S. Senate
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Delaware
Florida
Florida
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Massachusetts
Michigan
Michigan
Minnesota
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Jersey
New York
New York
South Dakota

S. 2048
SB 1212
SB 409
SB 220
SB 145
HB 1101
SB 1428
SB 3062
SB 2455
HB 2695
H4269
HB 4230
SB 0129
HF 2794
SB 74-FN
A 234
A 237
S0 4427
A 07143
HB 1271

NCOIL

NCOIL

NCOIL

NCOIL
NCOIL
NCOIL

Date

Revises IRS rule penalizing people who sell policies over those who surrender them. Introduced.
Stripped out provision excluding STOLIs from unlimited insurable interest. Assembly Insurance Committee.
Required disclosure for increasing cost-of-insurance; substituted with File No. 246. Tabled.
Prevents insurers from keeping premiums if they rescind policies. Died in committee when Legislature adjourned.
Repeals 1999 viatical law and replaces it with NCOIL model act. Died in committee when Legislature adjourned.
Amendment requires return of premiums if policies are voided for any reason, including lack of insurable interest. Withdrawn.
Amendment requires return of premiums with interest for policies voided due to lack of insurable interest. Withdrawn.
Reinstates regulation of market, which expired in 2010. Governor signed bill.
Seeks study using life settlements and accelerated death beneﬁts to fund long-term care. Re-referred to committees.
Seeks study using life settlements and accelerated death beneﬁts to fund long-term care. Referred to committees.
H3877 was approved July 19 by House. Renumbered to H4269, sent to Senate Ways and Means Committee.
Printed bill ﬁled, anti-STOLI provisions.
Anti-STOLI provisions; referred to Committee on Insurance.
Premiums must be returned for voided policies; owners can seek court validation of policies. Died in committee.
Changes STOLI deﬁnition. Senate Commerce Committee, laid on table, hearing.
Was A371. Prohibits STOLI. Introduced, referred to Assembly Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee.
Regulates contracts, prohibits STOLI, repeals viatical settlements act. Introduced, referred to Financial Inst. & Insurance Comm.
Revises law on licensure, reporting and disclosure requirements. Referred to Insurance Committee.
Revises law on licensure, reporting and disclosure requirements. Referred to Insurance Committee.
No policies can be issued unless premiums and interest can be returned. Tabled in committee.

Jan. 31, 2012
June 27, 2012
April 3, 2012
June 30, 2012
June 16, 2011
Mar. 8, 2012
Mar. 9, 2012
July 10, 2012
Jan. 27, 2012
Jan. 25, 2012
July 26, 2012
Feb. 15, 2011
Feb. 10, 2011
Mar. 28, 2012
Feb. 22, 2012
Jan. 10, 2012
Jan. 10, 2012
Jan. 4, 2012
Jan. 4, 2012
Feb. 13, 2012

NCOIL: National Conference of Insurance Legislators 2 NAIC: National Association of Insurance Commissioners
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previous damage the FSA caused to the
life settlements market last year and
will not impact it further.
“I think the FSA clarifying their
thinking was good for the Industry and
certainly much better than the previous FSA position in which an upper
level manager labeled Life Settlements
as ‘toxic’ in a panic without thinking
through the impact of such an irresponsible statement with no support or
foundation for it,” he said in an email.
However, Robin Willi, principal of
advisory firm Rigi Capital Partners in
Switzerland, said the FSA’s latest proposal is not good for the industry as
it effectively broadens the acceptance
of the financial markets to “shut down”
life settlements in the U.K.
“We’re going from the FSA in effect
applying the emergency handbrake to a
situtation in which the market consensus will be negative,” Willi said.
The FSA estimated that total retail
life settlement investment in the U.K. is
about £1 billion ($1.6 billion), or about
one-quarter of retail investments in
UCIS and similar structures.
It said the UCIS retail market is
worth around £2.5 billion in the U.K.
“A total of 85,000 ordinary retail investors have direct holdings in these investments, which can hold assets like
traded life policy investments, fine
wines, crops and timber,” the FSA said
in a statement. Another £1.5 billion is
invested in SPV and QIS.
The total life settlement market in
the U.K., including institutional investment, is estimated at about £25 billion.
A UCIS is an investment product that
is not subject to rules required of regulated investment schemes. UCIS may
not be covered by the U.K.’s Financial
Services Compensation Scheme. UCIS
already are not supposed to be promoted to the general public, and the FSA
estimates only 4% of all UCIS are held
by retail investors.
However, current sales restrictions
are “widely misinterpreted, poorly
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

understood and sometimes simply
ignored, undermining the consumer
safeguards they are intended to provide,” the FSA said.
Deﬁning Ordinary
In a 2010 review of UCIS sales,
the FSA found that only one in four
sales to retail customers were suitable for them, and a number of nonmainstream pooled investments have
failed completely.
The FSA now proposes to generally restrict promotions to sophisticated
investors and high-net-worth individuals for whom these products would be
suitable. It also seeks to better define
retail investors. The term has previously
been interpreted broadly, according to
life settlement market players.
A retail investor is “a client who
is neither a professional client nor an
eligible counterparty” as defined by
the FSA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook. The regulator would then break
down retail investors into three categories: sophisticated investors, highnet-worth individuals, and “average or
ordinary retail investors.”
Sophisticated investors are defined
as having “extensive investment experience and knowledge, who are better
able to understand the risks of complex
and unusual investments.” A high-networth investor would have to meet
criteria including having an annual
income of more than £100,000 or investable assets of more than £250,000.
An average or ordinary investor is
neither of those. “These are the investors of ordinary means and experience
who make up the vast majority of the
retail market in the U.K.,” the FSA said.
“Such investors are at particular risk in
relation to inappropriate promotion of
non-mainstream pooled investments.”
The FSA would eliminate a firm’s
ability to promote UCIS to people
whom it deemed the investment
would be suitable.
16

“Our supervisory work has found
it to be the most often used exemption for inappropriate promotions of
UCIS to retail clients, with many firms
appearing to regard the exemption
as allowing promotion to any retail
client so as long as advice is given,”
the FSA said.
The FSA would also end the ability of an adviser to market to ordinary
retail investors who are currently invested in UCIS.
“As the quality of promotion and
sales in the past has been so poor, this
category could compound potential
consumer detriment by allowing further
promotion to investors on the basis of
an investment that may have been unlawfully promoted and/or unsuitably
recommended,” it said.
However, there would be an exemption for investments that are
being wound down or liquidated,
an FSA spokesman said in an email.
Those investors could receive promotions from a new investment that is
designed to replace it.
The FSA acknowledged its latest
proposal could lead to liquidity problems and capital losses. Existing customers may request redemptions,
and funds that depend on continuing
investment from retail investors will
have to adapt to changes in their investor base, it said.
“However, as the majority of investment in non-mainstream pooled investments is by customers unaffected
by proposals in this consultation, such
as institutional investors, we do not
expect liquidity problems to arise in
many cases if at all,” it said.
Focus on Life Settlements
Last November, the FSA roiled the
market when it said it wanted to ban
the sales of life settlements to retail
investors, calling the investment product toxic and sometimes resembling

Ponzi schemes. It was reacting to
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major life settlement scandals including Keydata Investment Services,
which resulted in more than £450
million in losses, and ARM AssetBacked Securities, which is currently
attempting to restructure.
In April, the FSA softened its
rhetoric, but still strongly discouraged independent financial advisers
from promoting life settlements to
ordinary investors. It said it would
follow up on the issue in new rules
for UCIS.
In the UCIS proposal, the FSA said
it has found serious problems with
how life settlement investments are
designed and sold to retail investors.
“They are generally higher risk,
complex and opaque products, but
are often marketed as low risk on
the basis of being uncorrelated with
mainstream investments,” it said.

“Many ordinary retail investors have
bought them looking for safe returns. But many of these products
have failed, causing significant consumer detriment.”
It said it was aware of five life settlement investment companies that
have targeted retail investors, but it
didn’t name them.
The Guernsey-based EEA Life
Settlements Fund, managed by EEA
Fund Management in London, is a
UCIS. EEA suspended the fund days
after the FSA’s proposed ban last
year. The regulator’s statements led
to a rash of redemption requests and
subscription cancellations, EEA said.
It has yet to re-open. EEA representatives declined to comment on the
FSA’s latest proposal.
The HC I Life Settlement Fund,
managed by Host Capital, is the

only known authorized life settlement QIS in the U.K. It’s a feeder
fund into the Strategic Life Settlement Fund, which is listed on the
Irish Stock Exchange. Iain Stamp, of
Life Settlement Consulting and distributor firm UK Innovative Financial Designs, who helped launch the
HC I fund, supports the FSA’s latest
proposal.
Stamp said in an email that he’s
been in close contact with the FSA
for the past two years, and “we know
exactly their views on promotion.”
The Assured Fund in the Cayman
Islands is sold to both retail and institutional investors. The fund didn’t
receive an increase in redemption
requests following the FSA’s criticism
in November, said Andrew Walters,
financial director of fund manager
Policy Selection in Cambridge, U.K.
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“The FSA’s comments will make
it hard to raise new investment from
the U.K. The FSA has quite a reach.
Their announcements are heeded
worldwide,” Walters said. “That
doesn’t change the fact that we’re
seeing institutions coming back into
the space.”
He said that it comes down to
the independent financial advisers.
If they see that the Assured Fund
is a suitable investment for their
clients, then Policy Selection will
continue to support them and send
them marketing materials.
The FSA is “facing the same problem over there that this country did
20 years ago” in regards to the sales
of unregistered investments, said
Paul Siegert, president and chairman
of GWG Holdings, a life settlements
investment company in Minneapolis
that is registered with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. GWG
formed a partnership with Athena
Securities in Ireland last year to raise
capital in Europe.
He said the U.K. regulator is “sort
of catching up” after being lax for a
long time. But now it is overreacting
and “compromising businesses that
are good and have good products.”
Bob Sharpe, an investor in the
failed ARM bonds, which were promoted as retirement investments
by Rockingham Independent in the
U.K., agreed. But he said the FSA’s
guidance comes too late.
“I think some investors were
given poor advice that led them to
invest too much of their capital in
one place, but I don’t see how IFAs
like Rockingham were supposed to
risk assess things like the regulators
setting out to destroy an investment
class,” he said in an email. “They are
masters of hindsight expertise.”
Siegert is also chief executive of
the non-profit Insurance Studies Institute, serves as vice chairman of
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

the Life Insurance Settlement Association, and works with the European Life Settlement Association in
developing its code of practice. He
said he is currently writing a paper
for the Insurance Studies Institute on
suitability, including definitions of a
retail investor.
He said there are a lot of investors who consider themselves institutional that “don’t know what they
are doing.” During the last market
meltdown, many municipalities,
smaller foundations and trusts lost
millions of dollars because they
didn’t have good advice on various
investments. He said any investor
that does not have in-house staff to
do its own due diligence should be
a different classification.
GWG is targeting sophisticated
and institutional investors. Despite
the FSA’s warnings on life settlements, “I don’t think there is much
concern at the more sophisticated
level. Those people are able to look
through the structure and management to see what is going on,” Siegert said.
Fugler said institutional investors
are being more cautious. “I see more
institutions willing to consider Insurance Linked Securities for investment
purposes but I also see different type
of structures, more clarity in the underlying investments and better life
expectancy reports, all of which
demonstrate a maturing market,” he
said. “The ‘gunslinging’ is over.”
Siegert noted that the European
Union’s Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive (AIFMD) will
take effect next year. He said it will
require anything sold in Europe to
be registered, “and that changes the
whole paradigm.”
FSA spokesman Christopher
Hamilton said that the agency believes the proposed guidance is
consistent with the AIFMD. “At
18

present, our understanding is that
by default AIFs may only be promoted to professional customers.
National regulators can choose if
they want to allow AIFs to be marketed to certain groups of retail customers,” he said in an email.
The FSA expects to allow alternative investment funds structured as
UCIS, QIS and SPVs to be promoted
to the proposed categories of retail
customers. As it gets closer to implementing the AIFMD, the FSA can
refine the policy statement for nonmainstream pooled investment consultation, “if need be,” Hamilton said.
Representatives of the European
Life Settlement Association were not
available to comment. But the trade
group will be meeting with the FSA
on Sept. 18, a spokesman said.
Public comment on the proposed
guidance is due Nov. 14. A summary
of feedback and final guidance is expected in the first quarter 2013.
Associate Editor Maria Brosnan
Liebel may be reached at maria@
dealflow.com.
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temporarily restrained, it, Pardo and
Peden are likely to violate Texas
laws.”
She also said current and future
investors will be harmed unless
the firm is prevented from “wasting, concealing or disposing of any
books, records, property, or assets.”
Naranjo also ordered Dr. Donald
Cassidy, the Reno, Nev., physician
who does the firm’s life expectancy
reports, not to destroy any records
or equipment.
The state alleges, as does the Securities and Exchange Commission
in a separate suit filed in January,
that Life Partners relied on artificially
short life expectancy estimates that
hurt purchasers of fractional interests
in policies sold by the firm.
The court set Aug. 30 for a hearing on the state’s request for a temporary injunction.
In response to the court decision,
Pardo said in an email that, “The AG
case today did not allow the seizure
of LPI and, in fact, orders us to continue doing business as usual. No
Receiver. The order is to continue
without disrupting our business.”
He also said that, “We have no
problem with the continuance of the
restraining order in part so that we
can have the final issue of jurisdiction heard. We do not believe the
Texas Department of Securities has
jurisdiction as a matter of law and
fact. Four cases on point with Life
Partners have all concluded that Life
Settlements as they are structured by
Life partners are not securities!”
Pardo said that his firm does not
destroy records and that it complies
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regarding
medical files that make up most of
its documents.
“Attorney General Abbott
The Life Settlements Report © 2012 DealFlow Media

JUDGE ORDERS SANCTIONS AGAINST
SEC IN LIFE PARTNERS’ CASE
A federal judge said the Securities and Exchange Commission was wrong
in deposing a former auditor of Life Partners Holdings outside its presence
and issued sanctions against the regulatory agency.
Judge James Nowlin of the U.S. District Court in Austin, Texas, said Aug.
17 that the SEC violated federal rules of civil procedure and due process
rights of Life Partners when it subpoenaed and deposed Peter Cangany Jr., a
partner with Ernst & Young who previously was in charge of Life Partners’
audits.
The SEC sued Life Partners Holdings, parent company of Waco, Texas,
provider Life Partners in January, alleging it engaged in fraud that misled
shareholders about the company’s financial strength and sustainability.
The SEC accused the firm of systematically underestimating life expectancy estimates.
On July 2, Life Partners Chief Executive Officer Brian Pardo and former
Chief Financial Officer David Martin sought sanctions against the SEC. Life
Partners said it only discovered in June that the SEC had subpoenaed Cangany for a deposition on Jan. 10, a week after the SEC sued.
The SEC contends that it deposed Cangany to investigate potential violations he committed as Life Partners’ auditor. Life Partners questioned
whether the SEC had the evidentiary support for the “factual contentions”
it made when it filed its lawsuit.
“After reviewing Mr. Cangany’s deposition, it is clear that the deposition
was not taken for the sole purpose of investigating violations not alleged in
the Complaint,” Nowlin said. “Rather, a large portion of the questions and
answers provided at the deposition specifically relate to allegations against
Defendants made in the Complaint.”
The judge said Life Partners was correct in saying that the deposition
transcript shows that the SEC sought testimony from Cangany about the
firm’s revenue recognition, asset impairment and life expectancy practices
as well as Pardo’s, Martin’s and General Counsel Scott Peden’s knowledge
of those practices.
The judge granted Life Partners’ request for $5,000 in attorney fees as
well as granted the firm’s request for an order prohibiting the use of Cangany’s testimony in the litigation.
Ross Albert, an attorney with the Morris, Manning & Martin law firm
in Atlanta who previously worked at the SEC when it brought suit against
Life Partners for allegedly violating securities laws, said it’s unusual for the
SEC to get sanctioned.
“My interpretation is the SEC got a little overly aggressive. They’re
known for that,” he said.
Although Life Partners won $5,000 in attorney’s fees, he said the firm
probably spent more than that in legal costs in fighting for sanctions.
Ross said the practical significance of the decision is limited because
the SEC can take Cangany’s deposition again, this time with Life Partners’
attorneys present, and presumably get the same testimony.
He said he would be more concerned if he was the SEC attorney handling the case after hearing the judge’s conclusion that the agency committed an ethical violation.
—DH
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COURT ORDERS
LIFE PARTNERS’
CASSIDY TO PRODUCE
MEDICAL RECORDS
OF INSUREDS
Dr. Donald Cassidy, the physician whose
life expectancy reports are at the heart of
lawsuits against Life Partners Holdings, must
produce medical records of insureds whose
lives he evaluated, a federal court decided.
The Aug. 20 ruling in U.S. District Court
in Reno, Nev., sided with the plaintiff, Sean
Turnbow of Texas.
Sean and Masako Turnbow sued Waco,
Texas, provider Life Partners in U.S. District Court in Dallas in May 2011. They
accused Life Partners of violating the
Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO), the Texas deceptive trade practices law, and Texas
common law for unlawful acts.
The Turnbows cited Life Partners’ reliance on Cassidy, the Reno physician
who provides the firm’s life expectancies.
Since the original complaint was filed,
others have joined the Turnbows in a consolidated class-action case that dropped the
RICO claim. The four claims at issue currently are breach of fiduciary duty, aiding
and abetting breach of fiduciary duty,
breach of contract and violation of California’s unfair competition law.
“Plaintiffs have subpoenaed documents
which encompass life expectancy evaluations and related documents that may contain the identity of the insured and his or her
medical records. The court has found that
these documents are relevant to Plaintiffs’
claims in the underlying litigation and therefore are discoverable,” U.S. Magistrate Judge
William Cobb said in his Aug. 20 decision.
The judge said the records are “highly relevant” to the plaintiffs’ case because they are
claiming that Cassidy systematically underestimated life expectancies of policies involved
in a class-action complaint.
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personally stood behind this
lawsuit in my opinion as a
political favor to big money
donors coming from the insurance and related industries,”
he said in another email. “He
tried to take over our company
without even letting us know a
court date was sought and set.
It is a shame public officials
like Attorney General Abbott
cannot just play fair instead of
ambushing unsuspecting targets for financial gain.”
Pardo was referring to the
short notice his firm received
Aug. 16 about a hearing held that
day on the state’s request, which
was continued to Aug. 17.
Pardo complained that Wall
Street and the insurance industry were behind his firm’s
troubles in a talk with his sales
network the morning of Aug.
17, just before the decision was
reached by the court, according
to a copy of a tape recording
obtained by The Life Settlements
Report. This is a theme he has
spoken on before in another
tape to his sales force previously obtained by the newsletter.
On the tape, Pardo said he
was shocked to learn about the
lawsuit after Life Partners got
a tip about it the afternoon of
Aug. 15. He alleged that the
state tried to hold a hearing
without anyone from his firm
being present. But he said Life
Partners learned of it and had
lawyers attend.
The court then granted a continuance at the firm’s request.
Ross Albert, an attorney
with the Morris, Manning &
Martin law firm in Atlanta who
previously worked at the SEC
when Life Partners was being
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investigated by that agency,
said the new allegations leveled by the state could result in
a criminal prosecution.
“I would say based on your
report, these are very serious
allegations, much, much more
than the SEC’s allegations,”
Albert said. “If Brian Pardo
were my client, I would have
concerns about a criminal
prosecution.”
He was referring to the
state’s allegation that Life Partners bought a $10 million policy
for $500,000 and then sold it to
investors for $5.3 million.
He said that’s the sort of
issue that could draw the attention of criminal authorities.
As to the state’s failure to
win appointment of a receiver,
Albert said he believes the state
can again push for that if it can
come up with additional evidence of the need for it.
This is the second big
regulatory action against Life
Partners this year. The SEC’s
January suit also leveled insider-trading allegations against
Pardo and Peden. The firm has
denied the charges.
Texas alleges that Life Partners bilked investors it sold
fractional shares of policies
to by using artificially short
life expectancies for investments it considers unregistered
securities.
“Immediate and emergency
relief is necessary in this case
because Defendants’ fraudulent
scheme is unraveling: revenues
have declined rapidly, escrow
accounts are depleting, policies
are at risk, and the Companies
will be out of cash in as early as
2 months,” the suit said.
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A motion to dismiss the case by Life Partners and a motion for class certification by
plaintiffs are pending before the U.S. District Court in Dallas.
Susman Godfrey is the court-appointed,
interim co-lead counsel for the prospective
class of Life Partners’ customers who bought
fractional shares of policies. Turnbow and
other plaintiffs are class representatives, but
if class certification is approved, the law
firm would represent the whole class of
investors, said Steven Sklaver, an attorney
with the law firm in Los Angeles.
Cobb said a protective order is in place
and thus the records are not precluded from
production by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Cassidy had
argued that they were precluded.
The judge said the Turnbows asked for
documents that Life Partners had produced
for the SEC investigation. Life Partners opposed the request. Its general counsel,
Scott Peden, confirmed that the firm had
produced millions of documents in connection with the SEC investigation, but did not
maintain a litigation database for all documents given to the SEC.
Cobb referred to a decision by Magistrate Judge Paul Stickney of the U.S. District
Court in Dallas against Life Partners who
said the motion to compel production of
documents was “overbroad and unduly burdensome,” but he asked why the plaintiffs
couldn’t get the records from Cassidy.
Records obtained by The Life Settlements
Report from the Texas Insurance Department
last year showed that people whose policies
were purchased by Life Partners’ investors
lived twice as long or more than twice as
long as Cassidy projected.
“In an effort to sell life settlements to investors and boost its profits, Life Partners
knowingly provided life expectancy assessments that were grossly underestimated and
misrepresented the past and future returns
on life settlements to purchasers,” the Turnbow suit said.
The Turnbows said they invested
$73,000 in fractional interests in 11 policies
with face values ranging from $1 million to
$15 million.
—DH
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The company is in dire
straits, realizing a net loss from
operations of more than $5 million and a 78.8% decline in revenues during fiscal year 2012,
the suit added. Inadequate
escrow money and severely
declining revenues may result
in the lapse of policies, causing investors to lose their entire
investment, the suit said.
Life Partners disputed allegations that it was in bad financial condition in a statement.
Pardo said, “The allegation
that we are nearing insolvency
is spurious. It is speculation
drawn from innuendo.”
He said the fi rm has more
than $10 million in cash, $45
million in assets and virtually
no debt. He also said his business has largely stabilized following the SEC’s enforcement
action. Through sales of nonstrategic assets in the last quarter, he said the firm increased
its cash by $1.4 million and realized net income of more than
$1 million.
“Given our asset base and
cash position, our financial losses
are manageable and do not
threaten our ability to continue
as a going concern,” he said.
He also said a 1996 case in
the federal court of appeals in
Washington determined that Life
Partners’ products are not securities. He said a Texas state court
reached the same conclusion.
On the tape recording,
Pardo told his sales network
that the state is saying the
firm is responsible for paying
premiums and it doesn’t have
enough money to do so and
that’s why the state wants to
seize the firm.
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“We’d never obligate ourselves to paying the premiums,” he said. “It’s just so
much hocus pocus.”
He also complained that
the government favors the insurance companies and others
by trying “to portray us as bad
guys, which we’re not. We’ve
never cheated anybody out of
a dime. In fact, we’ve always
done our best to be as honest
as possible, certainly legal.”
The state suit said that Life
Partners has announced it will
pay a quarterly dividend of
about $1.8 million about Sept.
15 and that Pardo, directly or
indirectly through his Pardo
Family Trust, stands to gain
about $900,000.
The state alleged that Life
Partners uses one life expectancy to buy a policy and then
provides investors a significantly shorter one to generate “contrived and inflated revenues.”
“The Companies’ revenue
scheme is analogous to a used
car salesman purchasing a high
mileage car, ‘rolling back’ the
odometer, then overcharging
the subsequent purchaser and
pocketing the difference,” the
suit said.
In one example, it said
the firm bought a $10 million
policy through a bankruptcy,
paying $500,000 for it on a
life expectancy of 10.3 to 11.6
years. It then shortened the life
expectancy to five years and
sold investments in the policy
to investors for $5.3 million.
The state said Life Partners
told investors of the five-year
life expectancy estimate, but
hid the longer one from them.
Life Partners created a
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façade of legitimacy by touting its
transparency as a public company,
the state said.
The firm’s scheme has resulted in
about 143,000 transactions by more
than 29,000 investors nationwide
who have put in more than $1.5 billion to buy policies with more than
$2.4 billion of face value, according
to the state.
Due to the use of inaccurate life
expectancy estimates to reserve
funds in escrow accounts, they are
underfunded by about $300 million,
the state said.
Texas says the company held
3,879 policies of which 3,152 were
beyond the life expectancies as of
the end of 2010. Thus, it said that
81% of the policies were beyond the

life expectancies and have exhausted premiums held in escrow.
The firm knew about the inaccurate life expectancies and that
people weren’t dying fast enough,
the suit added. Pardo, in an email
to officers of the company, said “this
information is highly confidential”
and “you should not disseminate
this information to anyone,” the suit
claimed.
In addition to acting as a provider, Life Partners acts as a securities
issuer and dealer, the suit said. It
said the firm performs post-investment functions to keep policies in
force, including making decisions on
paying premiums.
The state also contends that Life
Partners misled potential investors

on rates of return. But the state said
that figure was false because it based
the returns only on policies that matured at or before the life expectancy
estimate and left out the policies that
went beyond the life expectancy.
The suit alleges claims including
violations of the Texas Securities Act
and the sale of unregistered securities. It also says the firm was not registered to sell securities.
Senior Editor Donna Horowitz may
be reached at donna@dealflow.com.
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